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Abstract

Author Manuscript

The primary crystallite size of titania powder relates to its properties in a number of applications.
Transmission electron microscopy was used in this interlaboratory comparison (ILC) to measure
primary crystallite size and shape distributions for a commercial aggregated titania powder. Data
of four size descriptors and two shape descriptors were evaluated across nine laboratories. Data
repeatability and reproducibility was evaluated by analysis of variance. One-third of the laboratory
pairs had similar size descriptor data, but 83% of the pairs had similar aspect ratio data. Scale
descriptor distributions were generally unimodal and were well-described by lognormal reference
models. Shape descriptor distributions were multi-modal but data visualization plots demonstrated
that the Weibull distribution was preferred to the normal distribution. For the equivalent circular
diameter size descriptor, measurement uncertainties of the lognormal distribution scale and width
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parameters were 9.5% and 22%, respectively. For the aspect ratio shape descriptor, the
measurement uncertainties of the Weibull distribution scale and width parameters were 7.0% and
26%, respectively. Both measurement uncertainty estimates and data visualizations should be used
to analyze size and shape distributions of particles on the nanoscale.

Keywords
Measurement uncertainty; Size distribution; Shape distribution; TEM; Titania

1. Introduction

Author Manuscript

This section reviews particle size and shape distributions by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), stakeholder needs for this information, morphology descriptions of
powder aggregates, the relevance of primary crystallite size and shape distributions for
titania applications, and the project objectives.
1.1. Size and shape distributions by transmission electron microscopy
While many of the measurements methods for particle sizes in the nanoscale have focused
on assessing an average particle size, the performance properties of nanoparticles often
depend on size and shape distributions. Indeed, the nanoparticle size distribution is
important to product performance in applications, in the environment, and for health, safety,
and regulatory issues. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a standard method for
determining nanoparticle sizes.

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

This case study provides a scientific foundation for an International Organization for
Standardization (ISO; www.iso.org) standard for the measurement of particle size
distributions on the nanoscale by TEM. The specific ISO committee is ISO/TC229
Nanotechnologies, which was formed in 2005 and has 34 national member bodies, ∼40
liaison members (other ISO technical committees or international organizations) and 11
observers. The authors of this study include members of Joint Working Group 2 (JWG2),
Measurements and Methods. This particular project is a consensus choice of JWG2 as an
example of aggregated particle size and shape distributions. ISO standards exist for the
graphical representation of particle size distributions [1], calculation of average size and
moments [2], fitting reference models to distribution data [3], logarithmic normal probability
distributions [4], descriptors for particle size and shape [5], accuracy of measurement
methods [6,7], and static image analysis methods [8]. These methods have been applied to
measurements made for this project. The interlaboratory comparison team includes four
national metrology institutes, three titania manufacturing companies, two regulatory
agencies, and a university.
Although transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been extensively applied to
characterize nanomaterials, standard methods for imaging, analyzing and reporting size
distributions are lacking. Exceptions to this circumstance are the average particle sizes and
the associated measurement uncertainties for TEM analyses of reference materials [9] and
certificated reference materials [10]. Nanomaterial and nanoparticle products are moving
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toward, or are in, the marketplace. Commercial and regulatory stakeholders will need
guidance on measurement methods and their measurement uncertainties when evaluated by
multiple laboratories. Classical analysis methods are available for particle size and particle
size uncertainties [11-14]. A semi-automated image analysis method has reported size
distribution statistics from an interlaboratory comparison (ILC) [15] of gold reference
material samples [9]. Here, a more realistic, commercial sample of nanoscale titanium
dioxide in an aggregated/agglomerated state is analyzed using manual image analysis
methods.
1.2. Stakeholder needs for size and shape distribution data

Author Manuscript

Size and shape distribution measurements and analyses of titania powders are needed by
multiple stakeholders, e.g., academia, industry, government and the public at large. Titania
powder performance properties have been related to their physico-chemical characteristics,
including size, shape, surface structure and surface texture. In this work, the TEM
measurements are not compared to traditional, one-point estimates for particle size, such as
x-ray diffraction (XRD) or specific surface area (BET) analysis. Neither method, XRD or
BET, can provide information about particle shape. Our methods report the primary
crystallite size and shape distribution, estimate parameters of references distributions fitted
to the data, compute measurement uncertainties of these parameters, and visualize the
correspondence between the data and the fitted reference distributions.

Author Manuscript

This protocol was developed based on an interlaboratory comparison (ILC) study that
conformed to guidelines established by the Versailles Project on Advanced Materials and
Standards (VAMAS) [16] and ISO 5725 [17]. Key needs of the International Standards
stakeholder and user community include: (1) measurement of ‘real life’ materials, (2) highly
automated protocol steps, including image acquisition, particle capture, data quality
assessments, (3) comparison of data to reference distribution models, (4) measurement
uncertainty assessments for evaluations by different laboratories, and (5) data visualization
tools to compare methods, procedures, and descriptors. JWG2 of ISO/TC229 has established
five ILC case studies for a broad spectrum of particle types. These include: unimodal,
discrete spheroidal nanoparticles (gold), a bimodal mixture of discrete nanoparticles
(colloidal silicas), a discrete nanoparticle mixture with different shapes (gold nanorods),
amorphous aciniform aggregates (carbon black), and aggregates of primary crystallites
(titania). The protocol provides an example of determining size and shape descriptors by
manually outlining aggregated primary crystallites with clearly defined edges [18]. The
approach is based on methods reported for titania powder synthesis research plus methods in
use by titanium dioxide manufacturers.

Author Manuscript

1.3. Morphologies of powder aggregates
A recent study [19] has helped identify differences of the internal morphologies of powder
aggregates in the categories, amorphous (silica gel), paracrystalline (carbon black),
crystalline and amorphous (siliceous earth and organic clay), amorphous shell over
crystalline core (silica-coated titania), and crystalline aggregates (iron oxide, fumed alumina,
calcium carbonate and titania). While the term, primary particle, has been used to describe
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the individual elements fused together in titania aggregates [20], ‘primary crystallite’ is a
more precise term as there are grain boundaries between these elements [19].
1.4. Relevance of size and shape distributions for titania applications

Author Manuscript

Aggregate particle size distributions are frequently measured via non-microscopy methods,
such as those that measure hydrodynamic particle size (e.g., centrifugal liquid
sedimentation); these have been the subject of multiple interlaboratory comparisons in the
past. Here, the focus is on the measurement of size and shape distributions of primary
crystallites in a titanium dioxide sample. This titania was a commercial powder sample
consisting of primary crystallites aggregated to micron-scale particles. The sizes and shapes
of the primary crystallites are known to link with the performance of titania, as shown in
Table 1. In many of these applications, the size and shape of the primary crystallites of the
titania aggregate are essential to product performance rather than the size and shape of the
aggregate. Titania's primary crystallite size has been linked to its performance as a catalyst
[21–25], as a photocatalyst [26,27], in photooxidation [28,29], and in cytotoxicity tests [30–
32] [33]. Particle shape has also been linked to the performance of titania in optical
applications [34–36]. Primary crystallite grain shapes vary and there have been recent
reports of specific shapes affecting titania performance in new applications [37–39].

Author Manuscript

The primary crystallites of titania aggregates are tightly fused and it is not reasonable to use
mechanical action to release primary crystallites for direct measurement [40]. In addition,
as-manufactured titania products can have residual acidic or basic impurities on their
surfaces [41] or surface coatings of some type. For use in consumer or commercial products,
metal oxides are often stabilized with inorganic salts [42] and polymers [43], or
functionalized with other ligands such as alkoxysilanes [44]. In this study, an inorganic salt,
sodium hexametaphosphate was used as a dispersant so that TEM grids could be prepared
using dilute aqueous dispersions of stabilized titania powders.
1.5. Project objectives
Aggregated/agglomerated powder samples are representative of many commercial materials
and mirror the majority of TEM sample preparation protocols. The measurement uncertainty
of titania primary crystallite size and shape parameters via an interlaboratory comparison
has not been reported to our knowledge. Current size measurement for similar powders may
not be based on well-established protocols and the uncertainty in measurement is often not
conveyed. The lack of confidence in reported values makes it difficult to draw reliable
correlations between primary crystallite size and the behavior of various titania in their
applications.

Author Manuscript

The protocol for this sample includes sample preparation, instrument factors, image capture,
particle analysis, and data analysis, which has been subdivided into raw data triage,
repeatability/reproducibility assessment, fitting distributions to data, estimating
measurement uncertainty of distribution parameters, and visualization of results. This
protocol is generally applicable to measuring primary crystallites of aggregated titania, but is
not necessarily optimized for specific titania powder samples or specific titania application
needs. The data analysis elements and statistics tools reported here can be used to improve
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elements of the protocol, leading to lower measurement uncertainty values, for example.
Statistical protocols are used to distinguish between datasets, to select descriptors with
similar means, to fit reference models to distribution data, and to compare two-dimensional
distributions. While measurement uncertainty is an important metric by which to judge data
quality, visualization tools can provide additional information. Rather, measurement
uncertainty estimates should be used along with visualization tools that can compare model
predictions to the data. Our general approach can be used by stakeholders for evaluating
descriptors of particle size and shape distributions of commercial materials.

2. Materials and methods

Author Manuscript

This section provides an overview of the protocol's sample preparation, instrument factors
and image acquisition, particle analysis, and data analysis methods. Additional details on the
protocol steps, background data, and definitions are provided in the Supplemental Material
associated with this article.
2.1. Sample preparation

Author Manuscript

The sample is a commercial titanium dioxide material (MT-500BW, rutile, supplied by
Tayca), which could be used for the applications cited in Table 1. This powder sample has
aggregates with diameters greater than one micron and composed of fused primary
crystallites with length scales in the range of 30–50 nm. One laboratory prepared and
distributed all the TEM sample grids for this study. The material was dispersed by
ultrasonication in an aqueous solution of sodium hexametaphosphate [CAS Reg. number
10124-56-8, (NaPO3)6], a common approach for dispersing titanium dioxide particles in
aqueous media. Ultrasonication generates smaller aggregates (shown in the upper frame of
Fig. 1), which have smaller depths of field when deposited on the TEM support. Smaller
aggregates make it easier to focus on and image the primary crystallites (shown in the lower
frame of Fig. 1). The dispersion process was deemed adequate to disperse aggregates on
TEM grids for image analysis and was not optimized further. More details on the dispersion
process are provided in Supplemental Material.
2.2. Instrument factors, image acquisition

Author Manuscript

Each collaborating laboratory used different TEM instruments. TEM operating conditions
are shown in the Supplementary Material, Section S3, along with calibration protocols. For a
nominal crystallite diameter of 20 nm, a resolution of 0.5 nm/pixel gives a length uncertainty
of 1.6% (the error introduced by miscounting one pixel). Smaller crystallites would have
higher length uncertainties. Primary crystallites were trace manually and saved. Only
particles with clear and distinguishable edges were traced. Operators selected images with
appropriate contrast between particle and background and there were no automated
thresholding issues for these samples. No issues were reported with respect to brightness/
contrast. Additional details on image capture and particle analysis are shown in
Supplementary Material, Section 4.
The primary crystallites of this commercial titania sample cannot be separated physically
into individual nanoparticles. Manual particle tracing was used with the traced images being
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saved for each frame. Only those particles that have clear and distinguishable edges or
boundaries were reported. This protocol assumes that all images were taken in digital
format. Procedure steps were provided for the open source software, ImageJ (http://
rsbweb.nih.-gov/ij/download.html). Three sets of panels are shown in Fig. 2; the yellow
rectangles in the right hand frame of the panels in the top row shows some possible
selections of particles for capture. The right hand panel in the middle row shows a primary
crystallite with easily distinguishable edges that has been manually traced (yellow
boundary). The right hand panel in the lowest row shows additional examples of particles
that should be captured (yellow boundaries). Fig. 3 shows an example of an object that does
not have clearly distinguishable edges and should not be captured. There is likely to be a line
of fusion between the two segments of the object, but the line of demarcation is not obvious.
2.3. Size and shape descriptors

Author Manuscript

There are a number of size and shape descriptors that could have been used for this study
(see [5] for a complete list). The size descriptors can be used to compute shape descriptors.
Size descriptors reported by all laboratories were area (nm2), maximum Feret diameter (nm),
minimum Feret diameter (nm), and equivalent circular diameter (ECD, nm; Eq. (1)). Two
shape descriptors, aspect ratio (minFeret/Feret) and compactness (ECD/Feret), were
computed from these size descriptors (Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively). Equations for ECD,
aspect ratio, and compactness are:

(1)

Author Manuscript

(2)

(3)

Author Manuscript

The descriptor definitions follow ISO 9276-6 [5] while the statistical definitions follow ISO
5725 [17]. Generally, ISO prefers shape descriptors with values between zero to one. Other
descriptor and statistical definitions are provided in the Supplementary Material, Section S6.
The use of manual particle outlining eliminated touching particle issues, which often occur
for discrete particles dispersed on TEM supports.
Measured areas are based on the number of pixels associated with the primary crystallites.
To reduce area measurement errors for a circle to less than 5%, the recommended pixel
numbers per particle range from 100 to 200 (ISO 9276-6). At a specific magnification level,
the number of pixels per nanometer can be estimated, which allows estimates of the number
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of pixels per particle. Thus, it is often possible to determine, during the image capture step,
whether the error on smaller particles is sufficient, and adjust the magnification if needed.
2.4. Data analysis
Descriptor data can be analyzed directly, either by comparing grand mean values and
standard deviations to individual datasets using one-way ANOVA or by comparing datasets
pair-wise to determine whether the sample population means were statistically similar. The
conventional statistic is the p-value. These methods provide qualitative dataset comparisons,
addressing the repeatability (intralaboratory) or reproducibility (interlaboratory) of the data.
Bivariate analysis can be used to compare descriptor pairs between two different datasets;
the analysis returns a p-value and an energy measure [46,47]. Both are qualitative measures
of statistical similarity.

Author Manuscript

Cumulative distributions were constructed for each descriptor in a dataset by sorting them in
numerical order and assigning a cumulative frequency fraction value to each point.
Reference models (normal, lognormal, or Weibull) can be fitted to the cumulative
distribution data; the resulting scale and breadth parameter with their standard errors can
then be compared either across the grand dataset (ANOVA) or pair-wise (pair-wise
ANOVA). Three copyrighted programs have been developed, programmed in R and
implemented as Shiny applications, to provide consistent statistical analyses across the ILC.
They are: ANOVA, https://shiny.as.uky.edu/anova-app/; curve fitting, https://
shiny.as.uky.edu/curve-fitting-app/; and bivariate analysis, https://shiny.as.uky.edu/bivariate-fitting-app/.

Author Manuscript

Table 2 summarizes the data elements analyzed, the measurement objectives, the specific
metrics, and the statistical methods used in this study.
2.4.1. Comparison of descriptor datasets—The industrial sample used in this ILC is
not a certified reference material, so it is not possible to compute the bias or the relative bias
of the datasets. We can determine the grand mean, χ̄, and standard deviation, s, of
descriptors across all datasets, and then find a relative coefficient of variation (reported as a
percentage).

(4)

Author Manuscript

The relative coefficient of variation is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation, s, of the
descriptor means for all datasets divided by the grand mean, χ̄, of the descriptor and is
reported as a percentage (Eq. (4)).
2.4.2. Comparison of descriptor distributions—Single descriptor distributions were
compared with two methods. Pair-wise comparison of the experimental cumulative
distributions was done using bivariate analysis [46,47]. This method does not rely on fitting
reference models to data and has value when the descriptor distribution does not conform to
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a selected model distribution, making it applicable to multimodal data. The second method
fitted statistical reference models to distribution data, reporting estimated scale and width
parameters obtained by minimizing the error between model and data. The parameter
estimates and their standard errors, from the second technique, can be converted directly to
coefficients of variation for scale and width parameters (Eq. (4)). These are then converted to
expanded measurement uncertainty values for the fitted parameters (Eq. (5)):

(5)

Author Manuscript

where UILC is the relative expanded measurement uncertainty, the coverage factor k is taken
as 2, and n is the number of observations [48]. A preferred model should be selected on both
the quality of the parameter estimates (low coefficients of variation are preferred) and the
visualizations of the fit, including a histogram, the cumulative distribution, and relative
residual differences between the model and the data.
2.4.3. Comparison of descriptor-descriptor distributions—The comparison of
single descriptor distributions does not reveal potential variations in morphology, which
might better be addressed by comparing size-size or size-shape distributions. These
distributions can be compared using the bivariate analysis method. This has value as it
reflects potential differences in morphology without relying on adherence to specific
distribution models.

3. Results and discussion
Author Manuscript

The major objective of this ILC is to report data quality effects for a standard protocol for
measuring particle size and shape distributions of primary crystallites in a commercial titania
powder. There are four major elements of the study: evaluating the quality of the raw data
using ANOVA and/or bivariate analysis, generating reference model parameter values by
fitting size and shape descriptor distribution data to reference models, using these values to
estimate measurement uncertainties of these fitted parameters, and visualizing differences
between data and model. Consumer, industrial, and regulatory stakeholders can follow this
method to produce, report, and evaluate particle size and shape distributions by TEM.
3.1. Data quality: effects of protocol factors

Author Manuscript

Several factors might be responsible for inter-laboratory variations. These include: the
instrument used (TEM or STEM), the number of particles analyzed, the number of frames
analyzed, the calibration method (gold nanoparticles, gratings, MAG*I*CAL® [49], or
other), the calibration scale (nm per pixel), and the software used for analysis (ImageJ or
other). Table 3 lists experimental factors that were varied in this study for the eleven
different data-sets. Laboratories were to report results for a minimum of 500 particles and
there was no requirement set on the number of frames to be used. Multiple calibration
methods were reported and three different image capturing software programs were used.
Image resolution varied by an order of magnitude, from 0.15 to 1.4 nm/pixel.
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3.1.1. Effects of factors on reproducibility of descriptors—This section addresses
the effects of non-instrument factors on the reproducibility of descriptors. The one-way
ANOVA compares the descriptor means of individual datasets (the datasets from each lab) to
the grand mean of all the data for that descriptor. When the value of the statistic, p, is greater
than 0.05, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, i.e., the assumption that the mean of one
data-set is the same as that of the grand mean cannot be rejected.

Author Manuscript

Seven factors, the laboratory doing the analysis, the number of particles reported, the
instrument manufacturer (shown in the Supplementary Material, Table S2), the number of
frames used, the calibration method, the resolution value (nm/pixel), and the imaging
software, were compared to the scale and shape descriptor datasets using ANOVA. For five
of the six descriptors, p < 0.05 for the full ILC data: more than one laboratory had means
different from the grand mean. An example of the ANOVA boxplot for the Feret diameter
descriptor is shown in the Supplementary Material (Fig. S9).

Author Manuscript

Two factors, the calibration method and the software used, had some descriptors that
conformed to the null hypothesis as shown in Table 4. For example, the equivalent circular
diameter and the minimum Feret diameter had p-values greater than 0.05 when the
calibration method was used the group variable. This is interpreted to mean that the
calibration method was not a factor in the grand means of ECD and minFeret. When
software was the group variable, Feret, minFeret, ECD, and aspect ratio had p-values greater
than 0.05; this is interpreted to mean that the imaging software is not a factor in the grand
means of these descriptors. Since the factors, instrument manufacturer, numbers of particles
analyzed, number of frames analyzed, and scale (nm per pixel) values, were dependent on
the reporting laboratories, ranges of these factors that would result in p values greater than
0.05 could not be determined from the data.
The number of particles reported varied by a factor of 2 while the number of frames used
varied by an order of magnitude. Each factor impacted reproducibility, but it was not
possible to interpret in what ways this might be occurring using ANOVA. However, an
individual lab could use one-way or pair-wise ANOVA to assess this for their samples and
procedures; this constitutes an intralaboratory repeatability evaluation. In general, when
there are only a few frames, each frame may more closely resemble the total sample
population. Conversely, when there are many frames, there can be more frame-to-frame
variation in the frame means.

Author Manuscript

3.1.2. Minimum area of reported particles—In some of the particle size and shape
distribution case studies organized by JWG2, there were significant numbers of undersized
particles, i.e., particles which had a pixel count less than that recommended for precision[3].
The resolution, nm per pixel, is used to compute the area for each pixel. This value times
200 gives the suggested minimum particle area (the error in the area measurement will be
∼5% at this number; [3]). Across the ILC, 5809 particles were reported with areas ranging
from 20 to 15,460 nm2. Table 5 shows the area at 5% measurement error for each laboratory
and that laboratory's minimum reported area. None of the laboratories reported particles that
had areas lower than the recommended number of pixels at their calibration scales.
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The grand mean average scale and width for the area distribution can be used to estimate
what percentage of particles might be ‘missed’ for each laboratory at the ‘edges’ of the
distribution. Given that the resolution between laboratories varies by an order of magnitude,
it was possible that labs with high resolution values might miss significant cumulative
fractions of small particles. Table 5 shows, for all laboratories, the primary crystallite area at
the 200 pixel cutoff, the minimum area reported by the lab, and an estimate of the
cumulative percent of primary crystallites that would not have been reported by the specific
lab. This analysis assumes that the grand scale and width values for the ILC represent the
true population. As shown in Table 5, the highest estimate for missed particles was 0.3% for
L8. Therefore, the magnifications used by all labs in this ILC appear to have included
appropriate particles. Should this not have been the case, images at higher magnifications
would be needed to properly count small particles. With this method, the number of ‘nonparticles’ would be very low, if not zero.

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

3.1.3. Effect of instrument type—Two laboratories performed tests with both TEM and
STEM (SEM in transmission mode; [50-52]) instruments. While lateral resolution is better
for TEMs than for SEMs and the voltage used in SEMs is lower than in TEMs, the technique
is quite similar to STEM. Laboratories L1 and L2 reported data (four size descriptors: area,
Feret, minFeret, and equivalent circular diameter; two shape descriptors: aspect ratio and
compactness) for the prepared samples using both TEM and STEM instruments. These data
were labeled: L1 (TEM) and L1a (STEM), and L2 (TEM) and L2a (STEM), respectively.
The TEM data were pooled (coded, L1 and L2) and the STEM data were pooled (coded L1a
and L2a). The pooled sets were compared using one-way ANOVA Only the Feret diameter
was found to meet the null hypothesis by this analysis, giving a mean Feret diameter of (50.0
±19.1) nm. The other five descriptors had different means for the two instrument methods.
For all descriptors, the TEM value was larger than the STEM value. The ratios of STEM to
TEM values are in the range of 0.93–0.96, representing a 4–7% difference. Slightly different
results were obtained when TEM and STEM data from the same sample were compared,
specifically, L1 with L1a and L2 with L2a. In the first instance, the Feret diameters were
statistically similar but the minFeret diameters were not. The opposite was the case for lab
L2; the Feret diameters were dissimilar and the minFeret diameters were similar. Therefore,
the aspect ratios within these pairs were dissimilar. Better understanding of these differences
may be pursued in future work.
3.2. Pair-wise analysis of descriptors

Author Manuscript

Industrial users may wish to compare distributions of unknown samples to a standard sample
directly, without referring to reference distributions. Pair-wise ANOVA, done using a
commercial statistical package (Systat® v13.1), can be used to identify pairs of datasets that
are dissimilar. If the statistic, p, has a value less than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Bivariate analysis also compares descriptors of two datasets. The bivariate analysis tool
generates a pseudo population by developing a ‘joint’ population for the two datasets being
compared, and then determines whether the two initial datasets are dissimilar from the
generated population. The bivariate method is independent of reference models and can be
applied directly to single descriptor cumulative distributions (the aspect ratio cumulative
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distribution for example), or size-shape distributions, as visualized by a two-dimensional
plot of a size descriptor against a shape descriptor.
When a number of laboratories are generating particle size distributions that are different
from the grand mean as assessed by ANOVA, it can useful to find pairs of laboratories that
have similar means. Pair-wise ANOVA analysis can be used to determine which descriptor
datasets have similar means. For size descriptors, one-third of the lab pairs with similar
means (Table 6). The aspect ratio shape descriptor had similar means for 83% of the
laboratory pairs, while the compactness descriptor had similar means of 47% of the
laboratory pairs.

Author Manuscript

Bivariate analysis, a pair-wise approach, can be done on descriptor cumulative distributions;
one variable is the descriptor value and the other variable is its position in the cumulative
distribution. This was done for three descriptors, the Feret diameter, ECD, and the aspect
ratio (Table 6). About half of the pairs found to have similar size descriptor means (ANOVA)
had similar cumulative distributions (bivariate analysis). Over 50% of the aspect ratio
distributions had similar means. Bivariate analysis, which considers the entire empirical
distribution, is more rigorous than ANOVA, which compares only the descriptor means.
As shown by Eqs. (2) and (3), the shape descriptors are ratios of size descriptors. For a
descriptor that is a ratio of size descriptors, calibration errors might have a much smaller
effect, possibly leading to pairs of laboratories that have similar shape descriptors.
Therefore, low numbers of lab pairs with similar size descriptors but high numbers of lab
pairs with similar shape descriptors might be due to calibration differences between
laboratories.

Author Manuscript

3.3. Fitting reference distributions to descriptor data

Author Manuscript

The reference models were used empirically in this study; they should be considered when
there is little prior experience with mathematical descriptions of a specific sample. The
normal distribution is a classic choice. Lognormal distributions often fit data for aerosols or
discrete particles synthesized in the liquid phase. The Weibull distribution has been used to
model particle comminution from grinding, milling, and crushing [53]. Distributions can be
uni-, bi-, or multi-modal. Production processes for commercial powders can be complex,
leading to many factors that affect the final size and shape distributions. A task of this study
was to develop tools that can explore comparisons of different reference models to
distributions, with concomitant analyses of the fits. Thus, users can quickly evaluate
potential models via the measurement uncertainties of fitted parameters and evaluate bi- and
multi-modal elements. This method is intended to lead to improved particle characterizations
for stakeholders in industry, regulatory agencies, academic institutions, and government
laboratories.
3.3.1. Single descriptor distributions—We fitted reference models to cumulative
distribution data rather than histogram data. Differential probability distributions lose
information when the data are binned, often obscuring the details near the tails of the
distributions. In general, parameter values from cumulative distribution fits have lower
relative standard errors than those for binned differential distributions. Nonlinear regression
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and maximum likelihood methods can provide estimates for reference distribution
parameters and their standard errors. These values can be converted to coefficients of
variance (Eq. (4)) and then to measurement uncertainty estimates (Eq. (5)). The preferred
reference model distribution for a specific data set would generally have parameter estimates
with the lowest relative standard errors. Three reference model distributions are often fitted
to descriptor cumulative distribution data: normal, lognormal, and Weibull.
Commercial statistical software can provide the coefficient of determination, R2, for the
preferred fit, the parameter estimate (mean, χ̄, and standard deviation, s, for example), and
the standard error of the parameter estimate (uχ̄ and uS). The relative standard error (RSE,
the standard error divided by its statistic) is measure of the confidence in the parameter
estimate, with smaller values being better.

Author Manuscript
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3.3.2. Fitting distributions to data—A Shiny App®, http://shiny.as.uky.edu:3838/curvefitting-app/, was used to fit distributions to data. Figs. 4 and 5 show histograms with data
and models, empirical descriptor distributions, and fitted cumulative distributions for two
descriptors, Feret diameter and aspect ratio, from laboratory L1. Feret diameter distributions
were typical of size descriptors, which were all fitted with the lognormal reference model as
the preferred choice. Fig. 4 shows empirical density and cumulative distributions (upper row
of panels), and the reference model fits to the data (lower row of panels). While cthe Shiny
App® can fit lognormal distributions directly to data, Fig. 4 shows a normal fit to the
logarithm of the Feret diameters. As shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 4, both the fitted
density distributions and the empirical histogram are symmetric around the mean size, which
is ln(Feret, nm) = 3.84 and corresponds to Feret = 46.6 nm. Model predictions are compared
with the data in the two lower plots (black curve = empirical smoothed density curve of the
data, blue curve = lognormal fit using nonlinear least squares regression, red curve =
lognormal fit using maximum likelihood estimates). All size descriptor distributions
exhibited bi- or multimodal characteristics, but deviations from lognormal reference models
appeared to be modest for most size descriptor datasets. Aspect ratio distributions (Fig. 5)
were typical of the two shape descriptors, which were all fitted with the Weibull reference
model as the preferred choice. In contrast to the size descriptors, the shape descriptor
distributions were clearly multimodal, but more detailed modeling was not done for most
data in this study.
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3.3.3. Relative standard errors of fitted parameters—Table 7 gives the best-fitting
parameter values for the aggregated data along with their relative standard errors (RSEs; the
standard error of the statistic divided by its mean value). For all scale descriptors, the
lognormal reference model estimates for the scale parameter had relative standard errors less
than 0.003% and width parameter estimates with relative standard errors of 0.07%. The
shape descriptors, aspect ratio and compactness, are best fitted with Weibull distributions.
The two shape descriptors have scale parameter estimates with relative standard errors less
than 0.02%.
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3.4.1. Quantile plots of single descriptor distributions—We present examples of
the fitted distributions of the equivalent circular diameter plus their data for three different
cases: (A) a pair of laboratories, L3 and L1, with similar descriptor scales (assessed by
ANOVA) and similar descriptor distributions (assessed by bivariate analysis), (B) a pair of
laboratories, L3 and L4, with similar descriptor scales but dissimilar descriptor distributions,
and (C) a pair of laboratories, L3 and L7, for which both the descriptor scales and descriptor
distributions are dissimilar. In a quantile plot for a lognormal size distribution model, X
equals the natural log of the size descriptor (ECD in this case) and Y is either the log-normal
model of the cumulative distribution or the inverse transpose of the empirical cumulative
distribution data. One model line for both the L1 and L3 datasets is shown in gray. These
two data-sets have similar scale and width parameters and the models represent the data well
for more than two quantiles above and below the mean. The mean value is the value of the X
variable when Y = 0. For clarity, the model lines for the L4 and L7 datasets are not shown in
Fig. 6.
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For Case A, the L1 and L3 datasets are well-represented by their models over a five quantile
range, −2.5 Y to +2.5 Y. For Case B (L3 and L4), the lognormal scales of the descriptor
differ by ∼3%. The different widths of the distributions can easily be visualized as
differences in slope on the quantile plots. The model for the L4 data fails for values of Y<
−1.5 and Y > 2. For Case C (L3 and L7), the log-normal scales differ by ∼4% and the
distributions clearly have different widths (or slopes). In general, none of the pairwise
comparisons of lognormal distributions with statistically different mean values had
statistically similar descriptor distributions via bivariate analysis. Thus, ANOVA and
bivariate analysis can provide two levels of statistical correspondence as an aid for
differentiating between datasets.
3.4.2. Relative residual deviations between model and data—Fig. 7 compares the
relative errors, reported as a percentage, between data and model for the Decd datasets shown
in Fig. 6. The relative residual deviations between the data and models is less than ±5% over
the data range, 2.5 < X = ln(Decd) < 4.5 or 12.2 nm < Decd < 90 nm. For the length
descriptors, the lognormal model represents the data well.
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As shown in Fig. 5 for the L1 dataset, the aspect ratio descriptor is multi-modal. While
unimodal models can be used to fit such data, the parameters of multimodal fits may have
lower relative standard errors and lower residual deviations between the model and the data.
A bimodal fit to the aspect ratio data in Fig. 5 has been done using two Weibull distributions
and a weighting factor that describes the contribution of each to the overall distributions.
Five parameters are required, i.e., scale and width parameters for each distribution plus the
weighting factor. Fig. 8 shows the relative residual deviations of normal, Weibull, and
bimodal Weibull fits to the aspect ratio data of laboratory L1. Compared to the normal
distribution, the Weibull model is generally closer to the data over the entire aspect ratio
range. The average of the relative residual deviations is 9.7% for the normal distribution and
5.3% for the Weibull distribution. While the fitting parameters have similar relative standard
errors, the Weibull distribution appears to describe the data better.
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Even better correspondence between model and data can be achieved by fitting a bimodal
model to the data. The bimodal Weibull model has an average relative residual deviation of
1.8%, which may justify estimating five parameters rather than 2. The relative residual
deviation plot is another tool that can be used to interpret distribution data: it helps define
the descriptor range over which the model fits the data and complements the measurement
uncertainties of the fitted parameters.
3.5. Descriptor - descriptor distributions
Since titania primary crystallites are asymmetric, pairs of size and shape descriptors can
provide important information on their morphology. A specific manufacturing method is
likely to generate specific crystallite morphologies. These can be compared for statistical
similarity using bivariate analysis.
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3.5.1. Non-parametric comparison of descriptor-descriptor distributions—
Nanoparticles in commercial products are expected to have variations in size and shape.
These, in turn, may affect their performance properties in applications. Two-dimensional
plots of descriptors, such as Feret/minFeret (a size-size distribution) or Feret/aspect ratio (a
size shape distribution), can be used to explore particle morphology features. Four
laboratories reported datasets with similar means as evaluated by pair-wise ANOVA: L1, L2,
L3, and L8. There are six unique descriptor pairs of the choice, equivalent circular diameter,
Feret diameter, aspect ratio, and compactness. Table 8 shows the bivariate p-values for four
sets of size-shape distribution pairs and one size-size distribution pair. Generally, the dataset
pairs have distributions similar to each other based on the bivariate test (three pairs, shown in
italics, had p-values slightly less than 0.05). All other pairs generated bivariate p-values less
than 0.001. Any of these sets of size-shape or size-size descriptors could be used to identify
pairs with similar data as assessed by the bivariate test.
3.5.2. Size-size distributions—As show in Table 8, the Feret/minFeret size-size
distribution has p-values greater than 0.05 for all six laboratory pairs in Table 8. These
results suggest that the Feret and minFeret diameters might be strongly correlated. Fig. 9
shows this size-size distribution for the Lab L3 dataset. The size-size centroids are plotted as
(Feret(ave), minFeret(ave)). Four datasets were statistically similar based on their pair-wise
ANOVA p-values > 0.05 and are shown as diamonds on Fig. 9. Centroids for the remaining
datasets are shown as closed circles. A simple correlation is shown the solid black line:

(6)
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The R2 value for this correlation is 0.886, where b = 0.602 ± 0.018, a relative standard error
of 3%.
An alternative model is plotted in Fig. 7 as the dashed line:
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(7)

which assumes that the grand mean of the aspect ratio for the ILC should be a reasonable
value for b in Eq. (3). The grand mean of the aspect ratio is 0.632. The fitted coefficient, b,
and the grand mean of the aspect ratio are similar, consistent with a hypothesis that
differences in the size parameters between datasets for different laboratories could be due to
differences in calibration. Comparing ratios of size descriptors, i.e., shape descriptors,
should reduce the impact of calibration differences.
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3.5.3. Size-shape distributions—Size-shape distributions can be constructed, but do not
yield power law descriptor correlations with high R2 values for this ILC. Bivariate analysis
can be used to compare size-shape distributions reported by different labs. This approach
does not rely on assuming reference distributions and has a number of potential applications.
However, it does not provide parameters that can be used for measurement uncertainty
assessments.
3.6. Measurement uncertainty assessment
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3.6.1. Coefficients of variation and measurement uncertainty—Measurement
uncertainty of ILC means is usually reported for the sizes of certified reference materials. A
typical approach [9] is to find the arithmetic mean for each dataset, compute the arithmetic
mean and standard deviation of all the dataset means (generating the grand mean and its
standard deviation), use Eq. (4) to compute the coefficient of variance, and use Eq. (5) to
compute the measurement uncertainty of the particle. The value for k in Eq. (5) is usually
taken to be 2, and for the present study, n = 9, corresponding to the number of datasets
(observations). This procedure starts with an implicit assumption that the descriptor (size) is
normally distributed. In addition, the width of the distribution is not assessed across the ILC.
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Two methods have been used to compute measurement uncertainties for this ILC. The first
method (procedure A) follows the approach for certified reference materials outlined above
and adds an assessment of the measurement uncertainty due to the width of the distribution.
In Procedure A, the size and shape populations are modeled using the scale and width
parameters fitted to a normal distribution. The second method (procedure B) is based on the
scale and width parameters for the preferred reference distribution. In both procedures, the
grand means and standard deviations of these parameters are then used to compute
coefficients of variation for all descriptor distributions (Eq. (1)), which are used to estimate
measurement uncertainties (Eq. (2)). In Procedure B, the size distribution is modeled using a
lognormal distribution and the shape distribution is modeled using a Weibull distribution.
Tables of values for the statistics, coefficients of variation, and measurement uncertainties
for all size and shape descriptors are given in the Online Resource.
3.6.2. Size parameter measurement uncertainties—Table 9 presents the results for
one size descriptor and one shape descriptor, the primary crystallite equivalent circular
diameter and the aspect ratio, respectively. The primary crystallite equivalent diameter is
often reported for aggregated titania samples, and we have shown that the lognormal
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distribution provides a better fit to the data than the normal distribution. Analysis of
measurement uncertainty values for the pairs, normal vs. lognormal, is one of several ways
to compare the various models and datasets. The normal distribution scale factor has a
measurement uncertainty 2.3 times that of the lognormal scale factor. The normal
distribution width factor has a measurement uncertainty 1.4 times that of the lognormal scale
factor. These results confirm that the lognormal choice as the data model is preferred to the
normal distribution.
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The coefficients of variation for the size descriptors of the full ILC are significantly larger
than those reported by Rice for a gold nanoparticle certified reference material [15]. Since a
key objective of this certified reference material is to provide a known standard for size, its
coefficient of variation for the size descriptor should be relatively small. Reference
distributions often fail to represent the data well for very low and very high values of the
descriptor (data ranges outside of ±2σ from the mean), so the full data should show higher
uncertainty values than the model. Of course, the modeled distributions will be easier to use
over their ranges of application.
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3.6.3. Shape parameter measurement uncertainties—The aspect ratio data (Fig. 3)
is multimodal and is not fitted well by the unimodal models reported here. Based on the
measurement uncertainties of the aspect ratio parameters, we might favor the normal
distribution as being preferred. However, the residual deviation plot (Fig. 8) suggests that the
Weibull distribution should be preferred. This finding raises an important point. Using
measurement uncertainty of descriptor model parameters alone is not sufficient for full
analysis of data quality. Rather, measurement uncertainties should be combined with tools
for visualizing the full distribution and its residual deviations. These complementary tools
should be used together for selecting appropriate models and assessing data quality.

4. Summary and conclusions
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This project developed methods for measuring and analyzing primary crystallite size and
shape distributions of an aggregate using transmission electron microscopy. Available
sample preparation, instrument factors, image acquisition, and particle analysis techniques
were modified to meet the measurement challenges of this commercial material. Statistical
protocols were used to distinguish between datasets, to select descriptors with similar
means, to fit reference models to distribution data, and to compare two-dimensional
distributions. There were significant interlaboratory variations with respect to descriptor
mean values and fitted parameter estimates of their reference models. The study determined
that: 1) calibration method and imaging software did not seem to affect data quality, and 2)
some datasets had similar single descriptor means, fitted parameter estimates, and size-size
and/or size-shape (two dimensional) distributions. Some evidence indicates that dataset
differences in size descriptor means may be due to absolute differences in calibrations.
While the equivalent circular diameter, Decd, is now a common choice for characterizing
titania primary crystallite size, other size descriptors would also have reasonable
reproducibility, as shown in the data tables in the Supplementary Material.
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For all datasets, size descriptor distributions appear to conform well to lognormal
distributions rather than normal distributions. Scale and width parameters of the aspect ratio
shape descriptor have fairly similar measurement uncertainty values for either the normal or
the Weibull distributions. However, comparing the residual deviations of the models from
the data suggests that the Weibull is preferred. This result suggests that using measurement
uncertainty as the only metric by which to judge data quality may not be sound. Rather, it
should be used along with visualization tools that can compare model predictions to the data.
This general approach can be used by stakeholders for evaluating descriptors of particle size
and shape distributions of commercial materials.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.

Author Manuscript
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Fig. 1.

TEM images of titania sampled from a water dispersion. (a) Aggregate scale. (b) Primary
crystallite scale.
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Fig. 2.

Examples of distinguishable primary crystallites.
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Fig. 3.

Example of primary crystallites that should not be traced.
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Fig. 4.

Laboratory L1 Feret diameter. Left hand side = density distributions; right hand side =
cumulative distributions. Black curve = empirical data; Red curve = maximum likelihood
estimate fit; Blue curve = nonlinear regression fit. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5.

Laboratory L1 aspect ratio data. Left hand side = density distributions; right hand side =
cumulative distributions; Black curve = empirical data; Red curve = maximum likelihood
estimate; Blue curve = nonlinear regression fit. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 6.

Quantile plot comparison of equivalent circular diameters, lognormal reference model. L3
with L1 = similar scale, similar width; L3 with L4 = similar scale, different width; L3 with
L7 = different scale, different width.
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Fig. 7.

Relative residual differences (%) between equivalent circular diameter data and lognormal
models: laboratories L1, L3, L4, and L7.
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Fig. 8.

Relative residual differences (%) between aspect ratio data and three models. Data from
laboratory 1.
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Fig. 9.

Feret/minFeret plot. Open blue diamonds = L3 data; black line diamonds = centroids of
statistically similar datasets; black circles = centroids of statistically dissimilar datasets. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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Titania applications dependent on primary crystallite size.
Application

Preferred primary crystallite size, nm

Reference

Lithium ion electrodes

<1500

[41]

Powder cosmetics

25–200

[42,43]

Nanocomposite fibers

35

[44]

Dye cell photoanodes

50

[45]

Photocatalysts

20

[46]

IR-reflective nanocomposites

41

[47]

Slurry polishing compound

10–70

[48]

Light emitting diodes

30

[49]

Conductive ceramics

<100

[50]
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Statistical analysis methods for this ILC.
Data element analyzed

Objective

Specific metrics

Statistical method

Descriptor datasets

Repeatability or reproducibility

Grand mean values and standard
deviations Pair-wise p-values

ANOVA of all datasets Pairwise ANOVA

Descriptor distributions

Repeatability or reproducibility
Coefficient of variance;
measurement uncertainty

Bivariate pair-wise p-values\Fitted scale
and breadth parameters plus their
standard errors

Bivariate analysis\Curvefitting methods: non-linear
regression, maximum
likelihood estimation

Size-size and size-shape
distributions

Repeatability or reproducibility

Bivariate pair-wise p-values

Bivariate analysis
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TEM

TEM

TEM

TEM

TEM

TEM

TEM

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

L9

TEM

L2

L3

STEM

L1a

STEM

TEM

L1

L2a

Instrument type

Lab Code

872

517

566

532

500

524

519

515

573

722

1033

Number of particles reported

25

13

10

83

10

50

41

8

13

4

83

Number of frames reported

Grating

Other

Grating

Magical

Gold np

Gold np

Grating

Other

Magical

Other

Magical

Calibration method

0.578

1.43

0.5

0.151

0.532

0.225

0.405

0.6

0.2

0.435

0.151

Resolution, nm per pixel
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Factors that might affect size descriptor measurements.

Other

ImageJ

Other

ImageJ

ImageJ

ImageJ

ImageJ

ImageJ

Other

ImageJ

ImageJ

Image analysis software
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Descriptor p-values for calibration method and software categories.
Descriptor

p-values
Calibration method

Software

Area

0.0375

0.0218

Feret

0.0394

0.0565

minFeret

0.0538

0.225

ECD

0.353

0.144

Aspect ratio

<0.001

0.061

Compactness

<0.001

<0.001

% similar

33%

67%
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Estimates of undersized primary crystallites not reported.
Laboratory

Primary crystallite area, nm2

Undersized primary crystallites not reported, %

Author Manuscript

Area @ 5% error

Minimum reported area

L1

4.6

20

∼0

L2

8.0

80

∼0

L3

33

168

∼0

L4

10

43

∼0

L5

57

142

∼0

L6

4.6

262

0.0016

L7

50

129

∼0

L8

409

414

0.30

L9

67

271

0.0024
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Pair-wise comparison of descriptors: ANOVA and bivariate methods (36 unique pairs).
Descriptor

Pair-wise methods
ANOVA, p > 0.05

Bivariate, p > 0. 05

Number

%

Number

%

Area

13

36

–

–

Feret

12

33

6

17

Minferet

12

33

–

–

Decd

11

31

6

17

Aspect ratio

30

83

21

58

Compactness

17

47

–

–
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Reference model parameters and relative standard errors: size and shape descriptors.
Scale

RSE, scale

Width

RSE, width

Size descriptor

Lognormal reference model
ln(nm2)

7.053

0.00142%

0.6310

0.01580%

ln(Feret), ln(nm)

3.894

0.00278%

0.3571

0.05600%

ln(minFeret), ln(nm)

3.426

0.00292%

0.3231

0.06190%

ln(Decd), ln(nm)

3.647

0.00274%

0.3156

0.03170%

ln(Area),

Shape descriptor

Weibull reference model
Aspect ratio

0.7104

0.0141%

4.781

0.00274%

Compactness

0.8216

0.0122%

9.963

0.00853%
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ECD

Feret

Compactness

0.774

0.125

0.596

0.320

0.200

L1/L3

L2/L3

L2/L8

L3/L8

L1/L8

0.323
0.200

0.034

0.539

0.193

0.781

0.181

0.231

0.365

0.119

0.852

0.049

0.037

0.221

0.384

0.132

0.845

0.060

Note: entries in italics show pairs with p < 0.05.

0.189

L1/L2

Bivariate p-values of the pair

Feret

ECD

Size

Lab pair

Aspect ratio

Shape

Size-shape distribution

0.054

0.325

0.371

0.115

0.593

0.051

Feret-minFeret

Size-size distribution
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Bivariate p-values for size-shape and size-size descriptor pairs.
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Normal distribution

Scale

39.8

4.12

10.3%

22%

Distribution

Parameter

χ̄

s

cv, %

UILC

31%

14.6%

1.88

12.9

Width

ECD, nm and ln(nm)

Descriptor

9.5%

4.49%

0.161

3.58

Scale

22%

10.5%

0.033

0.318

Width

Lognormal distribution

6.3%

2.97%

0.0188

0.632

Scale

8.0%

3.78%

0.00559

0.148

Width

Normal distribution

Aspect ratio

7.0%

3.32%

0.023

0.693

Scale

26%

12.3%

0.609

Width

Weibull distribution

Measurement uncertainties (UILC) for selected descriptors and distributions: all ILC datasets.
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